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fOR hiGh PeRfORMAnce 
DiStRiButeD BLOcK StORAGe, 
BASeD On AMD ePYc PLAtfORM,
With eXceLeRO  nVMesh®

today data has the potential to open a new world of bu-
siness opportunities, but we need to find ways to rethink 
how data is taken, stored, consulted and transformed and 
we need to look for a new approach to data storage, speed, 
agility and longevity.

in this context, the demand for zero-latency storage is real. 
in an age where technology is omnipresent and there are 
endless latency-sensitive applications, having fast and effi-
cient large-scale data processing is an essential feature for 
high-performance solutions.

today’s infrastructures are flexible systems, designed and 
engineered to enable the software-defined-data-center 
(SDDc). to deal with very large computing operations, 
companies equip themselves with servers with very power-
ful cPus, very high-speed networks, high-performance 
memories and parallel computing systems, which allow 
them to manage huge amounts of data on multiple machi-
nes.

Aggregating high-performance local storage resources of-
ten leads to a performance decrease, on one hand, it may 
compromise the performance of the storage itself and, on 
the other, it uses part of the cPu, slowing down the entire 
system.

thanks to Excelero NVMesh this problem can be solved, as 
it enables efficient aggregation of NVMe flash resources 
on multiple servers, without affecting the target cPu, al-
lowing to use this powerful and expensive resource only for 
its main purpose: applications.

in this document we present the solution designed by E4 
Computer Engineering for distributed block storage, based 
on the AMD EPYC platform with the Excelero NVMesh 
software defined block storage. the system has been te-
sted for the first time by excelero on the AMD ePYc 
platform, with Mellanox infiniband 200 Gb/s network card 
and Western Digital SSD nVMe ultrastar disks.
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eXceLeRO nVMesh®

nVMesh technicAL feAtuReS 

eXceLeRO nVMesh iS A DiStRiButeD SOftWARe-DefineD BLOcK StORAGe SOLutiOn thAt cAn tAKe ADVAntA-
Ge Of the LOW LAtencY Of nVMe SSDs. eXceLeRO nVMeSh iS BASeD On the PAtenteD ReMOte DiRect DRiVe 
AcceSS (RDDA), Which ALLOWS DiRect AcceSS tO DAtA BY cLientS WithOut cPu OVeRLOAD. RDDA iS ALSO 
AVAiLABLe ViA ROce inteRfAceS (RDMA OVeR cOnVeRGeD etheRnet)

Distributed nVMe storage resources are grouped with the 
ability to create dynamic block volumes that can be used by 
any host running the nVMesh block storage client. these vir-
tual volumes can be striped, mirrored, or both while managing, 
monitoring, or administering the system. in short, applications 
can benefit from the latency, throughput, and iOPs of a local 
nVMe device, while also reaping the benefits of centralized 
and redundant storage.
nVMesh runs on any x86_64 platform with nVMe storage, 
allowing you to create fast, reliable and cost-effective solu-

tions. nVMesh also enables shared nVMe on any ROcev2 
network and supports major local or distributed file systems. 
Before each implementation, e4 performs scrupulous veri-
fication tests and performance checks on different types of 
platforms and file systems. customers take advantage of lo-
cal flash performance, with the benefits of centralized stora-
ge, avoiding proprietary hardware lockups and reducing overall 
storage tcO. nVMesh provides distributed logical volumes of 
arbitrary size and selectable data protection level (striped or 
parity-based, as well as mirrored or concatenated volumes).

LATEST GENERATION DATA CENTER
Flexible Topologies Physically converged, 

disaggregated or mixed

Scalability Single server to 1000s 
of nodes

High Performance Only +5 to +10us additional 
latency, near 100% linear 

performance

Scale-Out Architecture Intelligent clients utilizing 
multiple hosts, drives

Connectivity Ethernet, RoCEv2, 
InfiniBand

DATA MANAGEMENT & PROTECTION
Flexible Topologies NVMe, 3D XPoint

Access types NVMesh native client, 
NVMe-oF

Failure Domains Only +5 to +10us additional 
latency, near 100% linear 

performance

Scale-Out Architecture Host, rack & row aware

SUPPORTED 
OPERATING SYSTEMS

OS CentOS/RedHat/Ubuntu

MANAGEMENT MONITORING
Interactive Interfaces Graphical interface with live 

statistics, command-line 
interface and REST API

Automated Provisioning Automated Provisioning
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SERVERS CLIENTS

IB HDR SWITCH

NVMesh SERVERS
Form Factor 2U

Nodes per enclosure 4

Node details:

            CPU AMD EPYC 7302 16-Core 

            RAM 16 x 16GB DDR4@2933

            NIC 1 x ConnectX®-6 VPI IB HDR / 200GbE 16x 
PCIe Gen 4.0

            NVME SSD  4x Western Digital Ultrastar DC SN640 1,6 
TB 
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WeSteRn DiGitAL uLtRAStAR Dc Sn640 

the solution is equipped with Western Digital ultrastar Dc 
Sn640 disks. the ultrastar Dc Sn640 nVMe are mainstre-
am nVMe ™ SSDs intended for a wide range of applications 
ranging from use as a cache, to primary storage in it and cloud 
environments, to boot operations.
the main advantages of this SSD solution, thanks to the verti-
cal hW and SW integration, are performance stability and la-
tency on mixed write/read workloads, such as those commonly 
generated by business applications like virtualization, OLtP, 
noSQL, file server, web and mail server.
By way of example, the figure below shows the performances 
measured over a period of 1 hour, during the execution of a 
random workload with a read/write ratio of 75%/25%: the co-
efficient of variation, which evaluates the dispersion of the va-
lues from the average value, is equal to 0.96%.

finally, the table below summarizes the most important pa-
rameters: for example, in comparison with the most common 
SAtA SSDs, the read performance is 6x better:

DC SN640 TCG Ruby
Endurance 2DW/D

Capacity 1600GB

Max PB Written 5.84 PB

Interface/Form factor PCIe Gen 3/2.5 U.2 7mm

Max Read Throughput 3.2GB/s

Max Write Throughput 2.15GB/s

Max Read IOPS (100% rnd, 4KB, 
steady state)

515 KIOPS

Max Write IOPS (100% rnd, 4KB 
steady state)

162 KIOPS

MTBF 2M Hours

Latency (Random Reads) 85us

MeLLAnOX infiniBAnD SWitch e ADAPteR

AMD ePYc ROMe PLAtfORM

the solution is equipped with Mellanox infiniband switches and 
infiniband cards hDR 200Gb, which help reduce latency, in-
crease efficiency, improve security and simplify automation in 
the data center to enable faster execution of applications. the 
evolution of the nVMe protocol on fabric (nVMe-of) leve-

the recommended cPu model is the 16-core AMD ePYc ™ 
7302, which allows to design the most efficient building blocks 
thanks to the Pci express v4 protocol (doubling the throu-

rages RDMA connectivity to remotely access nVMe storage 
devices efficiently, keeping the end-to-end nVMe model at 
the lowest latency. With its nVMe-of target and initiator of-
floads, this connectX-6 network card brings further optimiza-
tion to nVMe-of, improving cPu utilization and scalability.

ghput per lane compared to v3) and the high number of Pcie 
lanes available (128) for both storage and network devices.

Technology: InfiniBand

Connector Type QSFP56

Max Speed HDR and 200GbE

Ports Single

EPYC™ 7302
# of CPU Cores 16

Max Boost Clock Up to 3.3

Socket Count 1P/2P

# of Threads 32

Total L3 cache 128 MB

PCIe Express® Version PCIe 4.0 x128

Base Clock 3.0 GHz

Aspen 1920GB RM (75/25) Times Series Plot
BS = 4KiB; QD =2
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POSSiBLe uSe cASeS

SAn

nAS (BeeGfS – nfS)

nVMesh is designed to be a high-performance alternative to 
traditional Storage Area networks, aggregating nVMe disks 
on multiple servers and exporting them as logical block devi-
ces accessible from any node on the network, using a very low 
latency protocol. the Remote Direct Memory Access allows 
a server to obtain latency of about 1us in the communication 
with cluster nodes, allowing to use nVMe devices in remote 
disks, with performances comparable to those of local disks.
the application scenarios are many: creation of high perfor-
mance data areas for Data Base, Visualization platforms, solu-
tions for high Performance Data Analytics.

the block volumes created by nVMesh are the perfect bu-
ilding block for high-performance shared storage solutions, 
both traditional (nfS / SMB) and high level of parallelism (eg 
BeeGfS clustered parallel file system).

Test performed with 1 2U building block - 4 servers - 4 NVMes WD SN640 per server

SPEC TEST

Single I/O stream – WRITE 4,7 GB/s MT-single stream

Single I/O stream – READ 8,0 GB/s MT-single stream

Single client – WRITE 24,5 GB/s

Single client – READ 24,5 GB/s MT-single client, multi 
stream

Storage Overall -  max 
WRITE

31,2  GB/s

Storage Overall -  max 
READ

49,5 GB/s MT-single client, multi 
stream

Throughput

SPEC READ

Single Client - Single I/O 4.4 GB/s 2.8 GB/s

Single Client - Multi I/O 07.1 GB/s 21.3 GB/s

Single Client - Latency (avg) 86us 132us

Storage Overall - Single I/O 6.5 GB/s 5.5 GB/s

Storage Overall - Multi I/O 14,4 GB/s 48 GB/s

Storage Overall - Latency 
(avg)

86us 131us

WRITE
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ADVAntAGeS

HIGH PERFORMANCE

it effectively leverages RDMA network and SSD devices, offe-
ring ultra-low latency, directly connected to the Pci-express 
bus (nVMe SSD).

SCALABILITY OF CAPACITY 
AND PERFORMANCE

Solution based on a scale-out architecture, allows you to line-
arly increase performance and capacity, as needs grow.

RECONFIGURABILITY

At the same time, it guarantees very high reconfigurability in 
terms of data reliability (available protection levels: 1,10,60) 
and logical volume configuration (online expansion of capaci-
ty, creation/publication of volumes). the NVMesh technology 
used to create the logical volumes is software defined, there-
fore highly reconfigurable by design. 

BASED ON COMMODY SERVERS

Solution based on x86_64 systems, easily reconfigurable and 
reusable, does not require proprietary hardware.

DISTRIBUTED STORAGE

Software Defined a bassa latenza.
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